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of development of various regions, to use the existing principles and mechanisms for the planning of national public investments and projects on public service provision, to enhance the mechanisms of supervision, control and assessment of result-oriented use of the EU structural funds, to reduce administrative burden to project implementers, the Government of the Republic of Lithuania hereby decides to:

1. approve the attached Rules for the Distribution of Responsibilities and Functions among Institutions to Implement the Operational Programme for Investment of the EU structural funds for 2014-2020 (hereinafter referred to as the ‘Rules’).

2. commission the Ministry of Finance of the Republic of Lithuania to carry out the functions of a managing, approving and payment authorities of the Operational Programme.

3. To establish that:

3.1. as specified in Article 123 of Regulation (EU) No 1303/2013, the functions of a managing institution related to the fulfilment of the functions of a managing authority set forth in Article 125 of Regulation (EU) No 1303/2013 under the responsibility of a management authority shall be assigned to the following intermediate institutions:

3.1.1. ministries which according to their competence are responsible for economic sectors co-funded from the EU structural funds (except for the cases where the priorities of the technical support of the operational programmes are pursued): Ministry of Environment of the Republic of Lithuania, Ministry of Energy of the Republic of Lithuania, Ministry of Culture of the Republic of Lithuania, Ministry of Social Security and Labour of the Republic of Lithuania, Ministry of Transport and Communications of the Republic of Lithuania, Ministry of Health of the Republic of Lithuania, Ministry of Education and Science, Ministry of Economy of the Republic of Lithuania, Ministry of Interior of the Republic of Lithuania;

3.1.2. executing authorities:


3.1.2.2. limited liability company Investment and Business Guarantees, Research Council of Lithuania, Science, Innovation and Technology agency, where the measures of priorities of the Operational Programme are implemented by means of global grants;

3.1.2.3. limited liability company Investment and Business Guarantees, limited liability company Public Investment Development Agency, where the measures of priorities of the Operational Programme are pursued by means of refundable subsidies […].